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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was held in the above styled claim on June 1, 2010,

in Fort Smith, Arkansas.

A pre-hearing order was entered in the claim on December 30,

2009.  This pre-hearing order set out the stipulations offered by

the parties and outlined the issues to be litigated and resolved at

the present time.  Immediately prior to the commencement of the

hearing, the parties announced that they had agreed on the

appropriate weekly compensation rates and these amounts were added

to the second stipulation.  The claimant also announced changes in

the periods for which he was seeing temporary total disability

benefits, as set out in the second issue.  A copy of the pre-

hearing order with the appropriate amendments noted thereon was

made Commission’s Exhibit No. 1 to the hearing.

The following stipulations were offered by the parties and are

hereby accepted:
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1. On all relevant dates, including June 8, 2009,  the

relationship of employee-employer-carrier existed between

the parties.

2. The appropriate weekly compensation rates are $233.00

for total disability and $175.00 for permanent partial

disability.

3. The claim is controverted in its entirety.

By agreement of the parties, the issues to be litigated and

resolved at the present time were limited to the following:

1. Whether the claimant’s difficulties with his left big

toe, on or about June 8, 2009, constitute a compensable

injury under the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act.

2. The claimant’s entitlement to medical services, temporary

total disability benefits from July 30, 2009 until

October 29, 2009, and attorney’s fee.

In regard to these issues, the claimant contends:

“a. The claimant contends that on or about
June 8, 2009 he developed a blister on the big
toe of his left foot as a result of improper
fitting work boots.

 b.  The claimant contends that he is entitled
to temporary total disability benefits from
June 17, 2009 until a date yet to be
determined and reasonably necessary medical
treatment.

 c. The claimant contends that his attorney is
entitled to an appropriate attorney’s fee.”
 

In regard to these issues, the respondents contend:

“The respondents will contend the claimant’s
problem with his left big toe does not meet
the definition of a compensable injury under
the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act.”
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 DISCUSSION

I. COMPENSABILITY

The first issue to be addressed is whether the claimant

sustained a “compensable injury” to his left big toe on or about

June 8, 2009.  The burden rests upon the claimant to prove all of

the necessary elements to establish this alleged compensable

injury.  

The claimant must first satisfy the statutory requirements of

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(D).  This subsection requires that the

claimant prove by medical evidence, the actual existence of the

physical injury or damage, which is alleged to be compensable.

Further, the claimant must prove that the actual existence of this

physical injury or damage is supported by “objective findings” as

that term is defined by Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(16)(A)(i).

In the present case, the medical evidence presented amply

shows the actual existence of a physical injury or damage to the

claimant’s left great toe, which was in the form of an infected

blister or ulcer. Further, the medical evidence shows that this

infection spread to the interphalangeal joint and bone of the left

great toe. The actual existence of this physical damage is

supported by purely objective findings in the form of visual

observations by Dr. James Saunders, Dr. Terry Clark, Dr. John

Wright, and Dr. Travis Goodnight.  Thus, the claimant has satisfied

the statutory requirements for a “compensable injury”, that are

contained in Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(D). 
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The claimant must next prove that this medically established

and objectively documented physical injury or damage satisfies all

of the definitional requirements for one of the categories of

“compensable injury” that are contained in Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(4)(A).  The two categories of “compensable injuries” that could

arguably be applicable to the present claim are found in Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i) and §11-9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a). 

In order to constitute a “compensable injury”, under Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i), the claimant must prove that his medically

established and objectively supported physical injury or damage

arose out of and occurred in the course of his employment, was

caused by a specific incident,  is identifiable by time and place

of occurrence, caused internal or external physical harm to his

body, and required medical services or resulted in disability. In

order to constitute a “compensable injury”, under Ark. Code Ann.

§11-9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a), the claimant must prove that his medically

established and objectively supported physical injury or damage

arose out of and occurred in the course of his employment, was

caused by rapid repetitive motion, and caused internal or external

physical harm to this body.

Thus, there are two definitional requirements that are common

to both of these categories of “compensable injuries”.  These are

the requirements that the injury must arise out of and occur in the

course of the employment and that the injury must cause internal or

external physical harm to the claimant’s body.  These two

requirements will be addressed first.
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In order for the injury to arise out of and occur in the

course of the employment, the claimant must prove that there is a

casual relationship between the employment and the injury. However,

he need not prove this causal relationship to an absolute

certainty.  It is only necessary that the claimant prove that such

a causal relationship is likely or probable.  Further, the claimant

need not prove that the employment-related cause was the sole or

even “major” cause of the overall injury. He need only prove that

the employment played some causal or contributory role in producing

the ultimate physical injury or damage.

The claimant testified that on June 8, 2009, he was assigned

by the respondent to a position at MacSteel.  MacSteel is a

specialty steel manufacturer and smelts steel with various other

compounds to produce long rod-shaped ingots of specialized steel

for sale to other manufacturers. For this position, he was provided

by the respondent with a pair of boots, with steel toe protectors.

The claimant testified that his job required him to be on his feet

standing or walking around for the entire shift.  It was his

testimony that within the first couple of hours of his first shift,

he began experiencing rubbing and pain on the side of his left big

toe. He stated that, when he finished his shift and got home, he

took off his boots and noticed a blister on the side of his big

toe, which was the same area that he had experienced the pain

during that work day. It was his testimony that, when he had went

to work that morning, there was no blister or other defect on his

big toe and that his big toe was not sore.
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The claimant further testified that the following day, he

reported his blister and difficulties to his supervisor and

requested a different pair of boots.  It was the claimant’s

testimony that he was informed by his supervisor that the

respondent did not have any wider boots and that if he wanted any

different boots, he would have to buy them himself.  It was the

claimant’s testimony that he continued to work in the boots that he

had been given, because he had no funds to purchase any on his own.

He testified that his toe continued to worsen.  Eventually, when he

got his first paycheck, he purchased a new pair of boots.  Although

these boots did not rub his toe, his initial blister never healed.

The claimant testified that he mentioned his difficulties with

his left toe to his family physician, Dr. James Saunders, when he

went in for his regular diabetes check up (this was apparently on

June 17, 2009). At that time, Dr. Saunders gave him some antibiotic

cream.  When the blister continued to bother him, he again reported

his difficulties to the respondent. He testified that at that time

the respondent sent him to the company doctor, Dr. Terry Clark. He

saw Dr. Clark on June 30, 2009.  It was the claimant’s testimony

that Dr. Clark cleaned and bandaged the wound on his toe and

referred him to a podiatrist. The claimant stated that he went to

the podiatrist, Dr. John Wright, and was subsequently referred to

Dr. Travis Goodnight, a surgeon. 

The claimant acknowledged that he had been a diabetic for some

years.  He also acknowledged that he had experienced previous

problems with wounds on his feet and legs, as a result of
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complications from his diabetes. The claimant also conceded that

there have been times when he had gone without his diabetic

medication, because he could not afford to purchase it.

At the hearing, the claimant appeared to be a credible

witness.  I would also note that his testimony, concerning the

circumstances and events surrounding the development of his blister

and its subsequent progression, coincides with the histories

recorded by the claimant’s various treating physicians.  

On June 17, 2009, Dr. James Saunders noted:

“He (the claimant) developed an ulceration on
his medial left big toe from using work boots.
He has had some purulent discharge, but he has
been using topical antibiotic ointment and the
redness and swelling have deceased in the last
couple of days.”

On his physical examination, Dr. Saunders observed a 3/4 cm.

ulceration with pale devitalized tissue of about 1 cm. surrounding

the 3/4 cm. ulceration. The claimant’s big toe also appeared to be

erythematous.  Dr. Saunders diagnosed cellulitis or an infection of

the skin surrounding the blister or ulceration. He prescribed

topical antibiotics.  

On July 30, 2009, the claimant was seen by Dr. Terry Clark, a

general practitioner and the respondent’s company physician.  Dr.

Clark recorded a history that the claimant was working in steel

toed boots that were too narrow, which resulted in a blister to his

left big toe. Dr. Clark also diagnosed cellulitis or skin infection

in the area of the blister. He directed the claimant to put no

pressure on his left big toe and to keep the wound clean, dry, and
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protected. He referred the claimant for further treatment to the

Podiatry Department of Cooper Clinic.  

On August 7, 2009, the claimant was seen by Dr. John Wright of

the Podiatry Department of Cooper Clinic. At that point, Dr. Wright

noted that x-rays revealed that the claimant’s initial cellulitis,

or skin infection, had spread to the medial interphalangeal joint

capsule of the big toe.  He performed a debridement of the wound

and directed the claimant to return in three days for follow up. By

August 20, 2009, Dr. Wright noted that the claimant’s infection had

worsened to the point that a possible amputation of the toe might

be required.

On that same date, the claimant presented to Summit Medical

Center and was seen by Dr. Travis Goodnight, a surgeon. At that

time, the claimant received additional debridement of the infected

and necrotic areas of his left big toe.  Dr. Goodnight diagnosed

cellulitis and also osteomyleitis (bone infection) of the

claimant’s left great toe. Dr. Goodnight continued to treat the

claimant through October 29, 2009.  At that time he noted that the

claimant’s wound was 99 percent healed and that his swelling had

improved.  He released the claimant from further follow up, to

return only an as needed basis. 

After consideration of all the evidence presented, it is my

opinion that the greater weight of the credible evidence

establishes that the claimant’s employment activities for the

respondent, on June 8, 2009, caused him to develop a friction

blister on his left big toe.  This injury or condition resulted
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from rubbing of the side of the claimant’s left big toe by standing

and walking by ill-fitted boots, which had been provided him by the

respondent.  This blister or wound subsequently became infected and

resulted in the development of cellulitis and, ultimately,

osteomyleitis that also involved the claimant’s left big toe.

Although it is likely that the claimant’s diabetes contributed

to the relatively minor initial wound progressing to a serious

infection, such infections of wounds in lower extremities are a

normal risk of any open wound and are even more of a risk for

diabetics, due to the decrease of circulation in the extremities

that is caused by the diabetes. This decreased circulation inhibits

the body’s ability to accumulate and maintain both the body’s own

immune defenses and prescribed antibiotics to the tissues

originally injured and subsequently infected. 

There is no evidence that the claimant’s infection or its

subsequent progression was in any way due to carelessness,

recklessness, or negligence on the part of the claimant. In fact,

the evidence reveals that the claimant attempted to take

appropriate steps to avoid and later to resolve the infection.

The respondent took the claimant, as is, with his diabetes and

increased propensity to develop infections. The subsequent

infection developed by the claimant was a natural consequence of

his initial employment-related blister or wound. Thus, the initial

blister or wound and the subsequent infection arose out of and

occurred in the course of his employment with the respondent. The

claimant has satisfied the first definitional requirement for a
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“compensable injury”, under either Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(4)(A)(i) or §11-9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a).

Next, is the matter of internal or external physical harm to

the claimant’s body.  Clearly, the initial friction blister would

not, in and of itself, be considered to be serious physical harm.

The Act does not require that the internal or external physical

harm be serious. The initial friction blister obviously caused some

actual physical harm or damage to the claimant’s skin and

underlying tissue. This would satisfy the second common requirement

for a “compensable injury”, under either  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(4)(A)(i) or §11-9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a).

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i) also contains three more

definitional requirements.  In order for the claimant’s injury to

constitute a “compensable injury” within the meaning of this

subdivision, the claimant must further prove that the injury was

caused by a “specific incident”, is identifiable by time and place

of occurrence, and required medical services or resulted in

disability.

The Act does not expressly define the term “specific

incident”. Further, the Act sets no express boundaries or

limitations on the identification of the injury, “by time and place

of occurrence”. In giving these words their plain or common

meaning, the Appellate Courts have held that a “specific incident”

is not limited to a single event, but can involve a series of

distinct related actions or events over a brief or limited period

of time, Cedar Chemical v. Knight, 372 Ark. 233, 273 S.W. 3d 473
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(2008).  The Appellate Courts have also held on numerous occasions,

that the term “identifiable by time and place of occurrence” does

not require the claimant to precisely identify the exact time or

location that the actual injury occurred, but need only identify

the injury with sufficient specificity to allow the respondent to

reasonably investigate or verify its occurrence.

In the present case, the claimant’s credible testimony

establishes that his original employment-related injury, in the

form of  a blister on his left toe, occurred shortly after he

commenced the first day of his assignment to MacSteel, on June 8,

2009. He also related this injury to his employment activities that

required walking and standing in ill-fitting boots on June 8, 2009.

Such activities are sufficiently limited in nature and time to

constitute a “specific incident” and the time and place of this

employment-related injury is sufficiently identified.  Thus, the

claimant has satisfied these two definitional requirements of Ark.

Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i).

Although this initial employment-related injury may not have

required medical services or resulted in disability once it became

infected, medical services were reasonably necessary and disability

ultimately resulted. As this infection was a natural and probable

consequence of the initial employment-related injury, this

compensable consequence must also be considered in determining if

the overall injury satisfies the final definitional requirement of

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i). When this compensable
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consequence is considered, then it is obvious that this final

requirement has been met.

However, it is still necessary to address the issue of whether

the claimant has satisfied the remaining definitional requirements

for a “compensable injury”, which are contained in Ark. Code Ann.

§11-9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a). The only remaining definitional requirement

of this subsection is that the employment-related injury must be

caused by “rapid repetitive motion”.  

In the present case, the greater weight of the credible

evidence clearly shows that the claimant’s initial employment-

related injury, in the form of a blister in the side of his left

big toe, was caused by the repeated rubbing of the side of his left

big toe against the inside of his ill-fitting work boots.  This

repeated rubbing occurred as a result of his performance of his

required employment activities that involved constant walking and

standing.  It is my opinion that, although this repeated rubbing

involved only a small range of motion, it constituted “rapid

repetitive motion” nonetheless. Thus, the claimant has also proven

that his injury to his left big toe also satisfies all of the

definitional requirements for a “compensable injury”, under Ark.

Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a).

For “compensable injuries” under Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(4)(A)(ii)(a), the claimant must also prove that the employment-

related injury was the “major cause” of his need for medical

services or of any disability that he sustained, Ark. Code Ann.

§11-9-102(4)(E)(ii). As previously indicated, the initial
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employment-related injury, in the form of a blister, would not in

and of itself, have reasonably caused the claimant to require

medical services or result in disability. However, the subsequent

infection of this initial employment-related wound obviously

required medical services and resulted in disability. Although the

claimant’s diabetes might arguably have played some role in the

development of this infection, this infection would obviously not

have occurred had there not been no open wound to infect. Thus, I

find that the claimant’s employment-related injury, in the form of

a blister on the side of his left big toe, was more than 50 percent

of the cause of the subsequent infection involving this initial

wound.  As such, this initial compensable injury would be the

“major cause” of the ultimate condition of his left toe and in turn

the “major cause” of his need for medical services and the

disability he has experienced.

In summary, I find that the claimant has proven by the greater

weight of the credible evidence that he sustained a compensable

injury to his left big toe, as that term is defined by either or

both Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i) and §11-9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a).

Therefore, he would be entitled to appropriate benefits under the

Act for this compensable injury, under either or both of these

subsections.

II. MEDICAL SERVICES

The first benefit to be addressed is the claimant’s

entitlement to medical services. Clearly, Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508

entitles the claimant to all “reasonably necessary” medical
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services for his compensable injury and its compensable

consequences. However, the burden still rests upon the claimant to

prove that the medical services that he actually received do, in

fact, represent such “reasonably necessary” medical services. In

order to meet his requirement, the claimant must prove that the

medical services he actually received were necessitated by or

connected with the compensable injury.  Secondly, the claimant must

prove that these medical services were also reasonable in light of

the potential benefit that they offered in returning the claimant

to his preinjury state.  

The evidence presented, particularly the medical evidence,

shows that the medical services that were provided to the claimant

for the blister and subsequent infection of his left big toe, by

and at the direction of Dr. James Saunders, Dr. Terry Clark, and

Dr. John Wright, constitute “reasonably necessary medical

services”, under Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508. All of the medical

services that were provided to the claimant for his left toe

difficulties by and at the direction of these physicians was

necessitated by or connected with the claimant’s initial

compensable injury, in the form of a blister, and the subsequent

compensable consequence, in the form of cellulitis and

osteomyleitis.  Further, the medical services that were provided to

the claimant by these physicians for these left toe difficulties

were of a type and nature commonly recognized and employed by the

general medical community for treatment of infected wounds, such as

that experienced by the claimant.  
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III. TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY BENEFITS

The remaining issue is the claimant’s entitlement to temporary

total disability benefits. In order to be entitled to the temporary

total disability benefits that he now seeks, the claimant must

prove by the greater weight of the credible evidence that he

continued within his healing period from the effects of his

compensable injury or its compensable consequences, during this

time.  As the claimant’s compensable injury is to a portion of his

body, which is scheduled under Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-521, the

claimant must also prove that, during this same time, he had “not

returned to work”.  

The issue of a healing period is a medical question, which

must be resolved on the basis of the greater weight of the medical

evidence presented. The Act defines the healing period as the

period of time necessary for healing of the actual physical damage

caused by the compensable injury.  Once this physical damage has

resolved or at least stabilized, at a level where nothing further

in the way of time or medical treatment offers a reasonable

expectation of improvement, then the healing period is ended.

In the present case, the medical evidence shows that the

claimant was under continuous active medical treatment of his

compensable injury and its compensable consequence from June 17,

2009 through October 29, 2009.  I would note that the medical

report of Dr. Goodnight, dated October 29, 2009, shows that he

released the claimant from further medical follow up, but clearly

indicated that the claimant’s wound had not yet completely healed.
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The claimant’s testimony reflects that he ceased working for

the respondent, when he saw Dr. Clark on July 30, 2009. The medical

records show that the claimant was initially limited by Dr. Clark

on July 30, 2009, from performing any employment that required

excessive standing or walking or putting any pressure on his left

big toe. The claimant was also directed to keep the wound clean,

dry, and protected. There is no evidence that the respondent

offered the claimant any position within these limitations or that

he could have obtained such employment in the open job market.

 There is no indication that Dr. Wright released the claimant

to return to any type of employment. For the period of August 20,

2009 through August 24, 2009, the claimant was hospitalized for

treatment of his compensable injury. Although in his report of

September 15, 2009, Dr. Goodnight released the claimant to return

to limited or light duty employment with no standing longer than 30

minutes at a time, effective September 21, 2009, this release was

subsequently countermanded by Dr. Goodnight on September 21, 2009,

with directions that the claimant was not released to return to any

type of work until subsequently cleared. None of the medical

records indicate when Dr. Goodnight cleared the claimant to return

to work.  As of October 6, 2009, Dr. Goodnight’s report indicated

that the claimant was still not working. 

 However, in his report of October 29, 2009, Dr. Goodnight

indicated that the claimant was now working at the Waffle House.

The claimant testified that he had commenced his working at the

Waffle House, several days prior to his visit with Dr. Goodnight,
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on October 29, 2009.  However, the claimant did not give any

specific date for this return to work.     

After consideration of all the evidence presented, it is my

opinion that the claimant has proven by the greater weight of the

credible evidence that he had not “returned to work” through at

least October 9, 2009.  However, based on the evidence presented,

the selection of any date after October 9, 2009, would require pure

speculation on my part.  Such speculation is prohibited.  

Thus, at the present time, I can only find that the claimant

has proven by the greater weight of the credible evidence that he

continued within his healing period from the effects of his

compensable injury and had not ”returned to work” for the period

beginning July 30, 2009 and continuing through October 9, 2009.  At

the present time, I can only award temporary total disability

benefits for this period.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation

Commission has jurisdiction of this

claim.

2. On all relevant dates, including June 8,

2009, the relationship of employee-

employer-carrier existed between the

parties.

3. On all relevant dates, including June 8,

2009, the claimant earned wages

sufficient to entitle him to weekly
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compensation benefits of $233.00 for

total disability and $175.00 for

permanent partial disability.  

4. On June 8, 2009, the claimant sustained a

compensable injury to his left big toe,

which was in the form of a blister. The

claimant also sustained a compensable

consequence, which was in the form of an

infection involving his left big toe

(i.e. cellulitis and osteomyleitis).

Specifically, the claimant has

established by medical evidence, which is

supported by objective findings, the

actual existence of this blister and

subsequent infection. The claimant has

also proven that this initial blister

arose out of and occurred in the course

of his employment, was caused by a

specific incident, is identifiable by

time and place of occurrence, and caused

external physical harm to his body. He

has further proven that the compensable

consequence of this initial compensable

injury caused both internal and external

physical harm to his body, required

medical services, and resulted in
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disability. The claimant has also prove

by the greater weight of the credible

evidence that this initial blister was

caused by rapid repetitive motion and was

the major cause of his ultimate need for

medical services and disability.

5. The medical services rendered to the

claimant for his left big toe

difficulties by and at the direction of

Dr. James Saunders, Dr. Terry Clark, Dr.

John Wright, and Dr. Travis Goodnight

constitute reasonably necessary medical

services for the claimant’s compensable

left toe injury. Specifically, these

medical services were necessitated by or

connected with the claimant’s compensable

injury and were reasonable in light of

the potential benefit they offered in

returning the claimant to his preinjury

state. 

6. The claimant was rendered temporarily

totally disabled, as a result of the

effects of his compensable injury and

resulting compensable consequences, for

the period beginning July 30, 2009 and

continuing through October 9, 2009.
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Specifically the claimant has proven that

during this time he continued within his

healing period from the effects of his

compensable injury and its compensable

consequences and had not “returned to

work”.

7. The respondents have denied the

occurrence of any compensable injury to

the claimant’s left big toe and have

controverted his entitlement to any

benefits.

8. The appropriate fee for the claimant’s

attorney is the maximum statutory

attorney’s fee on the temporary total

disability benefits herein awarded.

ORDER

The respondents shall be liable for the expense of the medical

services provided to the claimant for his left big toe difficulties

by and at the direction of Dr. James Saunders, Dr. Terry Clark, Dr.

John Wright, and Dr. Travis Goodnight.  This liability is subject

the Commission’s medical fee schedule.

The respondents shall pay to the claimant temporary total

disability benefits for the period beginning July 30, 2009 and

continuing through October 9, 2009.

The respondents shall pay to the claimant’s attorney the

maximum statutory attorney’s fee on the controverted temporary
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total disability benefits herein awarded. One-half of this fee is

the obligation of the respondents in addition to these benefits.

The remaining one-half of this fee is to be withheld by the

respondents from such benefits.  

All benefits awarded have heretofore accrued and are payable

in a lump sum without discount.

This award shall bear the maximum legal rate of interest until

paid.

IT IS SO ORDERED.   

                                   
                         MICHAEL L. ELLIG
                            ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
                                         


